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SUMMARY

This paper has been written en hommage of F.A. von Hayek who is going to celebrate his ninety-first birthday on May 9th, 1990. It takes the development of German antitrust law, being heavily influenced by American law, as an example for the evolution of modern business law, which was starting originally from some kind of a market structure analysis and is turning recently to the concept of competition as a discovery process. It also elaborates some basic methodological possibilities and limitations of the interdisciplinary cooperation between biology, economics and law.
Michael Lehmann*

The Principle of Competition
A Common Law of Evolution for Biology,
Economics and Commercial Law?
"It ought to be freely admitted that the market order does not bring about any close correspondence between subjective merit or individual needs and rewards. It operates on the principle of a combined game of skill and chance in which the results for each individual may be as much determined by circumstances wholly beyond his control as by his skill or effort. Each is remunerated according to the value his particular services have to the particular people to whom he renders them, and this value of his services stands in no necessary relation to anything which we could appropriately call his merits and still less to his needs."

I. The Principle of Competition in German and European Commercial Law, Particularly Antitrust Law

A. The Development at the End of the 19th Century and the Case Law of the German Reich Supreme Court

In 1859, when Charles Darwin with scientific exactness first proved and formulated the mechanism of evolution, the law of natural selection, in his work "On the origin of the species," the commercial and legal science discussion of the necessity of an antitrust law was still in its infancy. At that time, nobody would even have entertained the idea of allowing Darwin's biological conclusions to fructify the form of a system of competition. Instead, the respected Association for
Social Policy, for example, occupied itself with questions of the compatibility of patent monopolies and cartels with the then still relatively new legal principle of freedom of trade.\(^1\) It thus also corresponded to the prevailing opinion in economic theory\(^2\) at that time when, before the turn of the century, the Reich Supreme Court\(^3\) stated:

"Contracts of the type at issue can thus, from the aspect of the public interest protected by freedom of trade, only be objected to if in an individual case under special circumstances doubts arise, namely if it is obviously aimed at achieving a factual monopoly and the usurious exploitation of consumers, or these results are indeed factually achieved by the agreements and arrangements made."

It is therefore not surprising that, at that time, cartels became an important foundation of the whole of commercial life in Germany, since the basic industries were practically all in cartels. The formation of cartels primarily occurred in the field of homogeneous goods,\(^4\) e.g. coal, iron and potash. Although, in 1875, there were only four cartels, there were already 106 in 1890, and as many as 385 in 1905, with about 12,000 companies participating.\(^5\) The economically and politically significant Rheinisch-Westfälische coal syndicate of 1893, for example, is famous. Cartel organization law, i.e. essentially company law, almost completely repressed
any rudiments of an antitrust law to encourage competition. In commercial life this meant: Collective reason took the place of individual entrepreneurial freedom of choice, cartels and syndicates dominated market activity to such an extent that competition was practically excluded; production, prices and profits were levelled and stabilized on the part of commerce, so that real competition, a rivalry of enterprises to obtain acceptance by consumers, no longer occurred. Above all, this should be viewed against the background that in the U.S. antitrust law had already come into existence in 1890 with the Sherman Act, i.e. with a prohibition of a competition-restricting contract, trust or conspiracy, and in 1940 with the Clayton Act and the FTC Act.

In Germany this legal situation also corresponded with the opinion prevailing in political economic doctrine:

"Altogether it could be said that until 1914 the German national economy reflected a surprisingly uniform opinion: The necessary existence of cartels was not questioned, merely individual measures. This was also true of critics, such as Bücher, Brentano and Adolph Wagner. The proper formation of cartels and syndicates provided the best protection against the formation of trusts, which were objected to. Antitrust legislation, which was to be gradually undertaken based on thorough information, was merely intended to prevent concrete abuses but not to create generally enforceable laws and
not, in principle, to threaten the existence of cartels and syndicates."\(^9\)

B. The Weimar Republic and the Nazi Regime

A renaissance of theoretical liberalism among national economists occurred only after World War I and as a consequence of the great depression in the 1920s.\(^10\) These economists, together with public pressure, eventually forced the legislature to act; the Cartel Regulation of November 2, 1923, was enacted,\(^11\) which, however, only contained a relatively ineffective prohibition of abuses. This emergency measure can even be indirectly viewed as a type of legalization of cartels, so that subsequently the organization of the German economy in compulsory cartels by the Compulsory Cartel Act of 1933 under the Nazi regime can actually be viewed as a logical consequence of this economic policy. At that time, it was particularly clear that the concentration of economic power in the hands of a few enterprises could only promote the achievement of the monocratically set goals of a tyrant; cartel law not only has the function of establishing a framework for an economic order, but also serves the economic separation of powers and decentralization in a constitutional state oriented to a market economy.\(^12\) Biologically speaking, only a certain variety and variability of entrepreneurs and enterprises appear to further the process of evolution.
C. The Act Against Restraints of Competition

After World War II, the Allies' decartelization laws were first enacted in 1947 and contained a cartel and monopoly prohibition. After initial criticism, the so-called Josten Committee began work in 1948 on the preparation of a cartel law, which was presented to Ludwig Erhard, who was then administrative director of the economy, on July 5, 1949, as a "Draft of a Law on Securing Competitive Performance and of a Law on the Monopoly Office," or "Josten Draft" for short. The ordoliberal approach of the Freiburg School was clearly recognizable in this draft, e.g. because the model of "complete competition" was discarded.

Due rather to a procedural conflict with a memorandum of the Bipartite Control Office of March 29, 1949, and due to a material difference with the new governmental concept of a "social market economy" according to Müller-Armack, this draft, and thus an almost absolute prohibition of cartels without any area of exception, could not prevail. However, the new Minister for Economic Affairs, Ludwig Erhard, wanted to secure his market economy course precisely by a statutory anchoring of freedom of competition, and therefore regarded the proposed competition law as the culmination of the market economy order - as nothing less than the constitution of the economy.
Beginning in 1949, the cartel specialist in the Ministry for Economic Affairs, Dr. E. Günther, therefore had to prepare a total of 15 drafts, in which a continual oscillation between the principles of a "per se" prohibition and a more general abuse-clause was apparent regarding cartels, until at last, in 1951, the Act Against Restraints of Competition could for the time being be passed by the Cabinet. Due to the absence of merger and deconcentration provisions, the Allied High Command submitted an allied draft of an Act Against Restraints of Competition of November 28, 1951, drawn up by the U.S., which had the consequence that the area of exception in Sec. 1 of the Act Against Restraints of Competition was considerably reduced in the German draft and a merger control inserted. The ensuing government draft of June 13, 1952, contained only three exceptions from the general prohibition of cartels in Sec. 1, namely cartels in times of economic crisis, rationalization cartels and export cartels. The introductory remarks to the protocol on the reasons for the law explain the unlimited ordoliberal founding concept of this draft: "The Act proceeds from the economo-political experience confirmed by economic science research, that the competitive economy is the most economical and simultaneously the most democratic form of economic order, and that the state should only guidingly intervene in the market process to the extent that it is necessary to maintain the mechanism of the market or to supervise such markets in which the market form of complete
competition cannot be achieved." The "market form of perfect competition with the market price as a guiding factor of the commercial process" is also mentioned in other places, so that the stamp of the Freiburg School is manifest.19

Nevertheless, this government draft was sabotaged within the ranks of the Christian Democratic Union/Christian Socialist Union and the Free Democrats, as well as by industry, particularly by the Association of German Industry, so that the "strong state" demanded by the ordoliberalists proved itself incapable, during its first period of legislature, of cementing a keystone of the "social market economy" in the law. In the next federal government, Erhard even had to threaten his new Minister for Special Affairs, Franz Josef Strauß, that he would resign, in order to be able to present once again the Bill with its principle of prohibition of cartels before Parliament. Moreover, the Association of German Industry managed to have the merger control struck out entirely, and in 1955, against Erhard's will, two further drafts which eventually neutralized each other were introduced before Parliament: the so-called "Höcherl Draft" which followed a pure principle of abuse, and the so-called "Böhm Draft" which provided for a pure principle of prohibition with a strict provision on admissibility. Böhm based this on the fact that "because of the negotiations with the Association of German Industry the Bill ... can now only be seen as a disguised law against
abuse."^20 At the first reading there was a politically surprising majority of votes from the left wing of the Christian Democratic Union, together with sections of the Free Democratic Party and the entire Socialist Party, which called for a narrower version of the definition of market domination and introduction of merger control. For political reasons, in January 1957, the party leaders of the Christian Democratic Union then intervened and established a party committee chaired by Pferdmenges, with Erhard, Böhm and Höcherl as members, which laid the groundwork for a compromise that could be supported by all factions of the Union. The provisions on merger control were thus deleted again, and the definition of market domination was widened. The Act Against Restraints of Competition which finally entered into force on January 1, 1958, no longer quite resembled what the Freiburg School had in mind, despite the occasional use of ordoliberal terminology and the model of the market form of complete competition as advocated by W. Eucken. Not only were the ordoliberals greatly disappointed, but also the proponents of the "social market economy," including Ludwig Erhard: "My concept of the Cartel Law, which was of course also expressed in the Bill, quite certainly does not correspond to the solution now prepared."^21

It should be emphasized that the legislature avoided defining competition,^22 i.e. a normative model of German policy on competition. Thus, it consciously or
unconsciously left room for further scientific debate by economists and jurists on the "nature of competition," which has still not been concluded, and should perhaps never be quite concluded, so that sufficient space remains free for the evolutive competition of the scientific diversity of opinion on cartel law.

D. The Amendments to the Act Against Restraints of Competition and the Fundamental Discussion from the Aspect of Competition Theory

a) The Amendments to the Act

Since 1957 the Act Against Restraints of Competition has been further developed by a total of four amendments, and a fifth proposed amendment is currently under legal policy discussion. The second amendment in 1973 was particularly significant in content because it brought with it the creation of a merger control under Secs. 23 et seq., which had already been discussed for far too long, the fundamental repeal of vertical price fixing under Secs. 15 et seq., and the introduction of a prohibition of concerted practices under Sec. 25. The Monopoly Commission was also newly established. The third and fourth amendments essentially only led to tighter merger control and surveillance of abuse by market dominating enterprises.
Only a few years after the introduction of the Act Against Restraints of Competition, discussion of a new model for competition policy began, because it was recognized that the concept of complete competition was too unrealistic. Stronger emphasis was laid on the dynamic function of competition and the consideration of goals set by growth policy which, principally influenced by Karl Schiller, had also found expression in the Stability Act of 1967 with its magic quadrangle, steady and adequate economic growth, price stability, relatively high employment and balance of foreign trade.

b) The Kantzenbach-Hoppmann Controversy

At that time the concept of functional, effective competition as advocated by E. Kantzenbach\textsuperscript{27} became the center of controversy on competition theory, which in the late 1960s, \textit{i.e.} already before the second amendment to the Act Against Restraints of Competition, was at least for a time also adopted by the Federal Cartel Office and the Ministry for Economic Affairs.\textsuperscript{28} Influenced by J.N. Clark,\textsuperscript{29} Kantzenbach proceeds on the assumption of five economic functions of competition: three static-functional distribution of income according to market performance, supply according to consumer demand, and optimal allocation of production factors; two dynamic-flexibility of adaption of production capacity and technical progress. Before this structural-theoretical background, Kantzenbach\textsuperscript{30} believes competition cannot
develop optimally either by atomistic competition in a market with many small participants or in a tighter market with a few dominant participants; competition policy should therefore aim at the establishment and development of widespread oligopolies in all markets; only then could an optimal intensity of competition be achieved.

This type of formulation of a workability concept of competition has primarily\textsuperscript{31} been almost passionately criticized, indirectly by von Hayek\textsuperscript{32} and particularly emphatically by Hopmann.\textsuperscript{33} This as yet not conclusively debated Kantzenbach-Hopmann controversy is of particular interdisciplinary interest to us because it can be regarded as the turning point of German competition theory to an evolutionary open system\textsuperscript{34} which is cybernetically self-regulating and self-reproducing.

While Kantzenbach proceeds on the assumption of the categorical, \textit{i.e.} inherently ex ante determined, aim function of competition, thereby postulating certain relationships between market structure, market practice and market results, Hopmann links his interpretation of competition, which may be designated as neoclassic, to the concept of economic freedom and freedom of competition according to Adam Smith.\textsuperscript{35} Of course, if Adam Smith's concept of freedom primarily concerned combatting mercantilism, Hopmann, strongly influenced by the interpretation of competition as a spontaneous system
according to von Hayek, takes a system theory and social theory approach and to that extent fully concurs with Mestmäcker\textsuperscript{36} and Fikentscher.\textsuperscript{37} This freedom of competition according to Hoppmann embraces both freedom of choice of the consumer ("consumer sovereignty") and freedom of the supplier in the development of competition-promoting innovations and imitations. Correspondingly, the market is the theater of the players in competition (suppliers and demanders equally\textsuperscript{38}), who interact spontaneously within a general legal framework on the basis of certain rules of conduct.

c) The Influence of von Hayek

Basically, von Hayek already suggested this evolutionary concept of economic theory in 1946,\textsuperscript{39} which he later further developed and refined in his theory of "competition as a process of discovery."\textsuperscript{40} Von Hayek was initially against any presumption of knowledge, which implied the model of perfect competition:\textsuperscript{41} "But this knowledge, which is presumed to exist and can presumably be relied upon, is one of the main points for which the facts can only be discovered in the course of the process of competition. This seems to me to be one of the all-important points where the theory of the balance of competition from the very beginning assumes the main problem to be non-existent which only the process of competition can solve."\textsuperscript{42}
The following passages which describe the substance of this model more closely are thus found in the "process of discovery": 43

"In contrast to this it is useful to recall that everywhere where competition is of service to us this can only be justified by the fact that we are unaware of the essential circumstances which determine the actions of those involved in competition. In the field of sports and examinations, in poetry and not least in science, it would plainly be senseless to arrange a competition if we knew beforehand who the winner would be. Therefore, as mentioned in the title of this lecture, I would like to consider competition for once as a process of the discovery of facts which without its existence would either remain unknown or at least not be utilized....

We are used to defining the order which produces competition as a balance - not a very fitting expression, because a real balance presumes that the relevant facts have already been discovered and that therefore the process of competition has reached a standstill. The concept of order, which I prefer to that of balance, at least in economic policy discussions, has the advantage that we can meaningfully say that an order can be realized to a greater or lesser degree and can also survive changes. While a balance never really exists, it is still justified to maintain that the type of order, of which the theoretical balance represents a kind of ideal form, is realized to a high degree.
This order mainly manifests itself in that the expectations of certain transactions with others, upon which business persons' plans are founded, are fulfilled to a great extent. This mutual accommodation of individual plans is realized by a process which, since the natural sciences have also begun to deal with spontaneous orders or self-organizing systems, we have learned to describe as negative feedback. Indeed, as informed biologists are now also aware, long before Claude Bernard, Clark Maxwell, Walter B. Cannon or Norbert Wiener developed cybernetics, Adam Smith had just as clearly seen the idea in his The Wealth of Nations. The invisible hand which regulates prices apparently demonstrates this notion. What Smith said was essentially that in a free market prices are determined by negative feedback."

In later works, it clearly emerges that von Hayek quite generally prefers the "English liberalism" to any, what he calls, "French contractivist rationalism" because only the former leads to an "evolutionary interpretation of all cultural and spiritual phenomena" and is based on the appreciation of the "limitations of human powers of comprehension." Not "taxis," a manmade order, but "kosmos," a spontaneously developed order based on an evolutionary mechanism determines the passage of history: "Man is never and never will be master of his fate. It is precisely his rationalism which marches on
and leads him into the unknown and unexpected, where he learns new things."\textsuperscript{46}

F.A. von Hayek's paternal grandfather was a biologist,\textsuperscript{47} which makes it plausible that, like no other competition theorist before,\textsuperscript{48} he embraced the theory of evolution in his ideas; this, but not only this, appears to me to be one of the most important reasons why von Hayek and Hoppmann have in the meantime emerged as victors in the controversy with Kantzenbach.\textsuperscript{49}

d) The Significance of the Chicago School

Conspicuous parallels to the Chicago School,\textsuperscript{50} however, may also be found in von Hayek's work, whereby of course von Hayek long ago broke the chains of the narrow restrictions of a pure economic concept of efficiency. Nevertheless, methodological individualism, progression from the micro- to the macro-economy and the very long-term but ever dynamic-evolutive oriented manner of observation, may be set forth as common points of approach. Some beginnings of the property rights theory may also already be found in von Hayek's work:

"It has often been said that the aim of almost all private law ... is to demarcate protected areas or domains of the individual, which others may not violate. The law does not define these areas by appointing concrete things to certain persons but, as is usually
said, by abstract rules which allow us to derive from the circumstances what belongs to each person.\textsuperscript{51}

Schumpeter\textsuperscript{52} may well be regarded as a common key figure, who has decisively influenced the development of economic theory in both Europe and the U.S.A.\textsuperscript{53} What influence the basic principles of the Chicago School will eventually have on the future development of German and European cartel law\textsuperscript{54} is at present still completely open. It is certain that the Chicagoans are actively adding fuel to the flames of the debates on privatization and deregulation which are currently catching fire everywhere in Europe. It is also certain that the Chicago School has enriched the methodology of law by a further, in my opinion very important, facet, namely the economic analysis of law, which in the meantime has also been able to capture a permanent place in the discussion of methods of thinking in law in Europe.\textsuperscript{55} That this way of thinking is already bearing concrete statutory fruit in connection with the discussion on the fifth amendment to the Act Against Restraints of Competition may currently only be maintained with regard to the reduction of the areas of exception in German cartel law, pursuant to Secs. 99 \textit{et seq.}, of the Act. Any thoughts of protection of the retail trade structure diametrically oppose this doctrine.\textsuperscript{56} Also the current issues connected with the creation and proper dimensions of a European merger control\textsuperscript{57} are not concurrent with the Chicago school of thought, since the size of enterprises or market
concentration will accordingly be principally considered as evidence of inherent advantages for efficiency.

e) Contestable Markets

Last not least, the relatively new U.S. competition concept of contestable markets⁵⁸ should be mentioned which, like the Chicago School, has already influenced our thinking and judgment on cartel law to a certain degree in recent years.⁵⁹ For instance, consideration of the concept of "potential competition," which relatively soon led to an extension of the criteria of defining the existence of a market dominating position under Sec. 22 of the Act Against Restraints of Competition,⁶⁰ as well as quite generally the analytical concept of "no barriers of entry or exit" and the observation of "sunk cost" show that these U.S. approaches to an inherently closed theory of industry have already gained influence in German commercial theory and economics. A direct and immediate conversion to the practice of German cartel law has, of course, not yet taken place.

E. Summary of German Cartel Law

The German Act Against Restraints of Competition (GWB) neither positively provides for a certain definition of competition, nor is it based on a statically fixed model of competition. Without doubt, at the time of its enactment, the influence of the Freiburg School was particularly
significant; however, without this having led to a
codification of the model of complete competition. The
Act has rather been drawn up in a manner which is open
and elastic enough to be able to integrate and at least
try to duplicate the evolutionary process of commercial
theory and economics. Open, general-clause-type legal
definitions, e.g. "restriction of competition," "market-
dominating enterprise," "abuse of market power," or
"unreasonable hindrance" permit this, just as well as a
relatively effective maintenance of the balance between
the jurisdictional powers of intervention of the cartel
authorities and private law claims of competitors.

F. The Competition Model of EC Cartel Law

Unlike German constitutional law, EC law contains an
express obligation actively to maintain competition,
since pursuant to Art. 3, lit. f, of the EEC Treaty, the
activities of the Community inter alia also include: "The
institutions of a system ensuring that competition in the
common market is not distorted;" further details may be
derived primarily from Arts. 30 et seq., 36, 85 and 86 of
the Treaty. The underlying principle is the creation of
an internal EC market, a common market, governed by
decisions made according to decentralized market economy
criteria by its free and equal commercial subjects, i.e.
by suppliers and consumers in equal measure. The main
supports of this structure are the four special pillars
of market freedom under European law: free movement of
goods, services, capital and payments. Additionally, there are the legal aspects of freedom of market participants, namely freedom of action and freedom of establishment for all commercial subjects in the EC. Beyond this, however, even under EC law, no detailed indications on the specification of the system of competition or the principle of competition are to be found, although the case law of the European Court of Justice must be qualified as the most important integrating factor of the Community until now.

In summary, the economic constitution of the EC can certainly not be described as neoliberal, as the agricultural market regulations are anything but conducive to competition. It is rather the case of a mixed economy based on a market economy, whereby the competitive economy element clearly predominates overall.

II. The Principle of Competition: Evolutionary Biology, Economics, Commercial Law. An Interdisciplinary Explanatory Approach

A. Adam Smith as Economist and Sociobiologist?

Adam Smith, the father of the classic doctrine of economics, in his "Theory of Moral Sentiments," initially proceeded from the assumption of self-interest, man's self-love; all human aspirations are marked from the cradle to the grave by a striving to improve
individual financial standing and social prestige. This "egoism" is held in check by three barriers: human sympathy, voluntary recognition of common rules of ethics and justice, and national statutory law. In "The Wealth of Nations," a fourth barrier is perceived, namely economic competition, the struggle for acquisition and capital investment of other market participants. The principle of competition becomes a dialectical instrument, it guarantees and controls the freedom of action of every individual in a community based on equality. In addition, Smith outlined four social periods and stages of human development, four different types of productive activity of man in order to earn a living, with the corresponding different forms of property: hunting, nomadic herding, agriculture, and the "modern exchange or trade economy." At the lowest stage of development, the individual earns his living by hunting and gathering "the fruits of the earth;" communities are small and easily surveyed - an enlarged family. Private property is still relatively insignificant and does not require special state protection under threat of penalty.

Among nomadic tribes income is derived from the domestication of animals, which requires an increase in the size of family clans and the search for newer, broader grazing pastures. Herding leads to the private ownership of animals, a specific form of "possession," which may be increased relatively at will. Inequalities
arise therefrom as a matter of course in a community, as well as tensions between rich and poor, so that a common institution is required, a "civil rule" strong enough to enforce respect for a system of property. Accumulated wealth can also be bequeathed, so that upper and lower class structures are not only formed by property itself, but also by birth; in this manner the prestige and power of individual families can be increased. At the third stage of development, the cultivation of acquired land ensues, succession is statutorily regulated, e.g. by the right of the firstborn and entail. A large landowner is economically relatively self-sufficient, whereas the economic and legal dependency of the landless is very great. Consequently, patriarchal relationships develop, since the feudal lord is lawmaker, judge and military protector to his vassals, and "jurisdiction" becomes "quite a respectable source of income."

In a "modern exchange or trade economy" the individual can earn the "necessary and pleasant things in life" by division of labor and specialization in production, as well as the subsequent exchange of goods which can be converted to account by a monetary system. A commercial subject becomes decisively more independent and free in that he can demand a monetary payment for the concession and use of manpower, land and capital for use in production. A high degree of reciprocity in the form of the exchange price for certain market services from now on takes the place of one-sided dependency among the
various classes of the population in an agricultural feudal society.

The dynamics of this historical development are determined by fundamental changes in human behavior as man is constantly concerned about securing his existence and improving his financial and social position. Hunting and gathering are replaced by domestication of animals, land cultivation and finally by the great revolution in the form of the introduction of the "modern exchange and market economy." These changes in behavior have correspondingly led to far-reaching consequences for commensurate legal, social and political systems which needed to be newly developed. These analytical insights and the historical explanation of this development process constitute an extraordinarily intuitive "masterpiece" by Adam Smith, because certain basic approaches to the theory of property rights and sociobiology have been simultaneously anticipated.

B. Evolutionary Biology and the Principle of Self-interest as a Factor in Competition

Sociobiology as a special subdivision of evolutionary biology and ethnology also presumes self-interest when it tries to illustrate generally valid natural laws which may equally be applied to the behavior of humans, as well as other forms of life. Contrary to Darwin, however, competition - the struggle to survive - does not
primarily concern the survival of its own species, but ensuring and spreading as far as possible the genes of each individual example. The type and extent of social cooperation or competition depend on the number of identical genes, i.e. on the degree of kin-relationship between individuals. These considerations, as well as model economic approaches, e.g. the cost-benefit analysis, can likewise illustrate the reproductive strategies of lions and the formation of colonies of bees and ants.81

As already extensively discussed elsewhere,82 this principle of self-interest, and the fact that it is embedded in a system of competition, could be chosen as a starting point for an interdisciplinary examination from biological, economic and commercial law aspects, because it is also precisely the biologists who have long since freed themselves from the chains of their own specialization and are endeavoring to find socially relevant83 statements: "Our societies are based on the scheme of mammals: the individual primarily fights for his own personal success in reproduction and then for that of his direct relations; cooperation going beyond that is reluctantly tolerated and constitutes a compromise entered into in order to be able to enjoy the advantages of belonging to the group."84

The individual, vital biological interest of every form of life to survive, to reproduce and to improve its
circumstances in a world of scarce resources necessarily leads to competition, to the competitive struggle of the "survival of the fittest." Furthermore, in Darwin's words: "Thus, from the war of nature, from famine and death, the most exalted object which we are capable of conceiving, namely, the production of the higher animals, directly follows." In legal science, Rudolph von Jhering was the first to apply these thoughts to the evolution of legal institutions: "With the same necessity by which, according to Darwin's theory, one species of animal develops from another, so one purpose of law evolves from the other, and even if the world were recreated a thousand times as it once was, after billions of years the world of law would always have to take the same form, because for the creations of the will in law the purpose has the same irresistible force as the cause for the formation of material."

The principle of competition can thus be viewed as a basic element of evolution, which man should above all always put to use when entering new territory. The principle of competition can indeed be put into operation as a particularly well-suited process of discovery when, in a dynamic and evolutionary open system, one strives to seek a newer, better tomorrow, which could or should replace the good, old today. This principle may be equally applied by biologists, economists and lawyers, even if the first speak of Darwin and natural selection, the second of Schumpeter and the process of creative
destruction, and the third of von Hayek and commercial competition as a process of discovery. The principle of competition should not however be put into operation when "trial and error" might constitute a danger for the survival of man and his society.

C. Natural Evolution in Biology - Cultural Evolution in Jurisprudence

Nevertheless, common interdisciplinary interests only go so far because the biologist has essentially only observed these laws of biological evolution; he did not invent these principles but only discovered them. The economist might perhaps even also point out certain framework conditions as an example, within which the principle of competition could lead to increased economic efficiency.88 The lawyer, who is used to a socially relevant balancing of interests, will immediately pose the question of whether and to what extent this principle borrows from nature and tel quel can and may be applied to a social system. In other words, should state lawmaking and establishing of institutions try to emulate the laws of nature, or should not the cultural achievement of law rather attempt to establish a meta-level of legal culture. Shall and may state regulated competition correspond to the biological struggle for survival?
Without doubt, in the long run, a system of law, like a religion, should at least attempt diametrically to oppose the natural laws of biology and economics; it can neither turn back the wheel of evolution nor simply negate the commercially measurable consumption of assets, namely costs. The law must initially proceed from the nature of the subject matter to be regulated and, after a more or less successful attempt at understanding the essence of things - the lawyer speaks here of the "nature of the case," but pursues much too little the tiresome business of law-in-action research ("Rechtstatsachenforschung") - could then think about ordering it within the framework of "social engineering." This would be an almost natural scientific "approach" to a doctrine of legislature which, until now, can only rarely be encountered in the traditional and cultural science of jurisprudence. The lawyer namely tends to proceed from the abstract scheme of order familiar to him of a historically developed and thus not always optimal system of law, and tries to fit new developments into this scheme, which may be illustrated, for example, by the current discussion of adequate legal protection of computer programs or genetic engineering.

Natural evolution can thus be ranked alongside cultural evolution, which above all is based on the fact that man can pass on information valuable to him not only through his genes. For this reason, von Hayek has also strongly attacked some sociobiologists, because they want to
restrict themselves only to primary values, i.e. genetically anchored values, and to secondary values, i.e. the products of rational thinking, and thus neglect the much faster process of the development of cultural institutions:

"Culture is neither natural nor artificial, neither genetically transmitted nor rationally designed. It is a tradition of learnt rules of conduct which have never been invented and whose functions the acting individuals usually do not understand. There is surely as much justification to speak of the wisdom of culture as the powers of government, errors of the former are less easily corrected.... That cultural evolution is not the result of human reason consciously building institutions, but of a process in which culture and reason developed concurrently is, perhaps, beginning to be more widely understood. It is probably no more justified to claim that thinking man has created his culture than that culture created his reason.... The structures formed by traditional human practices are neither natural in the sense of being genetically determined, nor artificial in the sense of being the product of intelligent design, but the result of a process of winnowing or sifting, directed by the differential advantages gained by groups from practices adopted for some unknown and perhaps purely accidental reasons. We know now that not only among animals such as birds and particularly apes, learnt habits are transmitted by imitation, and even that
different "cultures" may develop among different groups of them, but also that such acquired traits may affect physiological evolution - as is obvious in the case of language."\textsuperscript{96}

The competition of institutions handed down through society thus joins the competition of genes, \textit{e.g.} competition between different commercial or legal systems. Similar to the way in which we have concretely examined this for the Act Against Restraints of Competition,\textsuperscript{97} provision should therefore be made in all areas of law for special built-in room for evolutionary maneuver, \textit{i.e.} legislators should consciously provide respectively for certain vents, certain avenues for further legal development, certain possibilities for trial and error immanent in the system. Another example, as for instance familiar under EC law,\textsuperscript{98} would be from the beginning to resubmit new provisions to the legislature after a trial period in practice. All legal dogma should, of course, remain within the boundaries of the necessary legal certainty, be exposed to the diversity of opinions on competition, and at the same time always consciously feel obligated to evolutive dynamics and openness. There should be no unimpeachable sacred cows of law, also in the area of the Civil Code.\textsuperscript{99} The principle of the division of powers, sufficient court instances and subsidiary undefined general clause-type legal concepts under substantive law\textsuperscript{100} could at least ensure that sufficient discretionary room is available, which could
make an evolutive legal development possible in the practical application of the law. Above all, we lawyers should always remain aware that we ourselves must produce legal evolution in concurrence with the participating and concerned circles. To that extent, contrary to biology and economics, there are no self-effective mechanisms in law.101

III. Conclusion

The principle of competition, as a process of discovery in the area of biology, economics and jurisprudence, can likewise push the process of evolution forward. While, in nature and commercial life, it functions self-sufficiently in the presence of certain ecological and economic framework conditions, legal science must nurture and specifically promote its own autopoetic capacity for evolution. The competition of legal ideas and potential solutions must thus be institutionally anchored in a system of law. An interdisciplinary opening of jurisprudence, as well as the comparison of laws can be valuable aids. Even the current attempts to harmonize laws in Europe should be viewed insofar as a chance for the evolution of our legal system.

The principle of competition is as old as nature and man himself, and it is therefore surprising that it was first recognized as a legal institution in the 19th century,
and until today has not yet been applied in commercial law to the complete satisfaction of everyone.
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